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Chemical engineering matters. Its contribution to the advancement 
of society is clear to see in every home, hospital, school, factory 
and high street across the world. Looking forward, societal 
improvement and protection, as set out in the Global Grand 
Challenges for Engineering1, will require us to play our part and 
provide our expertise in collaboration with others to deliver 
solutions that will have a positive impact, globally.  
 

We aspire to be a peer-group leader for all those delivering chemical engineering 
activities, regardless of initial discipline, whether it be scientific or engineering based. 
We seek not to compete with like-minded institutions but to work with other professional 
engineering bodies around the world to promote chemical engineering and its 
contributions to society.  

To build an IChemE which is fully equipped to do this, it is necessary to define a strategy, 
with a clear horizon, which sets out the frameworks, mechanisms and collaborative spirit 
that can empower members to advance our Institution’s aims.  

Our vision for 2024 is to be led by members, supporting members and serving 
society. 

Although the building blocks are in place, we are not there yet. This statement of intent 
recognises that there is hard work ahead to ensure that our vision is fully realised. 

Our members are at the core of everything we do. We have a significant membership, 
around a third of whom are professionally-qualified. Our global reach means that currently 
40% of our members are located outside of the UK. Being a Chartered Chemical Engineer 
is seen as an accolade to which all members have traditionally aspired, a hallmark of true 
peer recognition. The opportunity for professional development, alongside being part of 
an established and learned institution, is at the heart of our proposition. We collaborate 
openly. Our engagement with other professional engineering institutions, scientists, 
academics, governments, activists and citizens of all ages acts as a catalyst for effective 
action. It also provides a platform to progress opportunities and good practice in equality, 
diversity and inclusion for all members. This is fundamental to our contribution in making a 
positive impact on current and future generations.

We will have realised our vision if we are:

n   respected for professionalism and technical competence;

n    recognised as a vibrant learned society that materially impacts on the Global 
Grand Challenges for Engineering;

n    acknowledged as a peer-group leader in which an engaged membership 
receives and adds value; and

n   known as a high-performing organisation delivering significant value.

The purpose of IChemE is to advance  
the contribution of chemical engineering 
worldwide for the benefit of society

1www.engineeringchallenges.org

http://www.engineeringchallenges.org


The purpose of IChemE is to advance  
the contribution of chemical engineering 
worldwide for the benefit of society

Our members and partners will be vital to our ability to collectively meet these aims and 
will determine if we have been successful.

This strategic plan builds on almost a century of work that has been invested in by our 
predecessors, and covers the period from 2019 to 2024. Strategy 2024 describes how we 
will achieve our vision, with the programmes of work broken down under the four aims. 
There is no doubt that achievement of activity under one aim will contribute to success in 
the others.

By 2024, we will:

n    apply our expertise and experience to make an influential contribution to 
solving major global challenges;

n    collaborate openly to promote chemical engineering professionals as credible 
participants in a wider community of engineering and scientific practitioners;

n    be a global professional body that is able to service its membership 365 
days a year, 24/7, either directly or through its partners, wherever there is a 
connection to the Internet; and

n    be known widely by decision-makers/opinion-formers as a trusted advisor 
and valued contributor ‒ our views matter wherever chemical engineering 
has an impact.
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Chartered Chemical Engineer alongside professional registration 
is an accolade to which many of our members aspire, and they are 
proud to be a part of an established and learned Institution. When 
an engineer commits to competence assessment via peer review, 
they are clearly placing a marker in the sand and expressing their 
personal commitment to globally-recognised professional standards.
 

Young chemical engineers seek to join us because of the development opportunities we 
bring to them, but as they move along their professional career path, we benefit from their 
expertise, commitment and support for fellow members. We will continue to build an 
ecosystem which allows all to grow, prosper and increase the value within the Institution 
for the wider membership, to create a coalition of like-minded individuals with a common 
purpose. Every member respects their profession and also recognises the calibre of 
members within sister institutions. 

IChemE will continue to set and uphold professional standards, offering routes to 
recognised qualifications for all chemical engineers who should be qualified. The 
Institution will support the development of flexible pathways for chemical, biochemical 
and process industry professionals, and help advance skills to meet existing and future 
demands and to provide support to employers and industry partners.

We will:

n   offer internationally recognised professional accreditation

n   maintain flexible pathways to professional registration by:

      –   completing Programme SMART *, delivering simplified, accessible and streamlined 
processes in support of member qualification;

      –   building blended approaches to learning for members seeking qualifications, enabling 
virtual and physical engagement and securing licences for accreditation; and

      –   facilitating collaboration and co-working, enhancing skills development,  
cross-sectoral activity and mentoring.

n    regulate professional conduct, instil appropriate ethics and set the bar for the 
appropriate standards

n   offer support and professional development opportunities by:

      –   championing continuing professional development (CPD), providing and 
recognising suitable learning opportunities;

      –   encouraging and enabling members to undertake and benefit from professional 
development activities; and

Respected for  
professionalism and  
technical competence

Set and uphold professional standards

Develop chemical, biochemical and process industry skills
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Respected for  
professionalism and  
technical competence

*Programme SMART (Sustainable Membership Achieved via Robust 
Transactions) is a group of four projects, with integrated marketing support, 
designed to deliver sustainable membership growth.

The four projects address:

n    process improvements and business-like thinking

n    flexible pathways to membership

n    professional development support

n    sustainable volunteer support

      –   celebrating success and achievement through globally-acknowledged awards that 
recognise excellence, innovation and leadership within the profession.

n   support apprenticeship frameworks 

n   develop and enhance our corporate partner scheme

n    enhance the skills pipeline by providing access to evidence and authoritative comment

n    contribute to up-skilling, re-skilling and strategies that harness the fourth industrial 
revolution (Industry 4.0)

n    maintain a community of practice for active chemical, biochemical and process 
engineers building our professional standing in society

n    IChemE continues to be recognised as a global leader in setting professional standards 
and providing good practice guidance within chemical engineering

n    IChemE is recognised as one of the leading international qualifying bodies for 
chemical engineers

n    the contribution of IChemE’s knowledgeable and skilled membership to the 
safety, sustainability and development of society through chemical engineering is 
acknowledged

n    IChemE student members graduate and benefit from enhanced and wider access to 
relevant education programmes

n   IChemE graduate members become professionally qualified

n   there is an increased and widened spectrum of organisational partnering with IChemE

n    IChemE demonstrates continued sustainable growth of membership, accreditation 
and partnerships

n   IChemE has a positive impact on local, regional and global regulatory frameworks

n    IChemE is recognised as providing rigorous but straightforward professional 
qualifications (Programme SMART)

Support industry and employers

Strategic outcomes
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Chemical engineers are at the forefront of key programmes that are 
addressing some of the world’s major challenges. Working with our 
strategic partners, through shared learning and insights, and within 
a wider group of peers, professionals and citizens, we collaborate 
to catalyse effective solutions. In carrying out our learned society 
function, the Institution nurtures professional and technical 
leadership, in order to evolve the art and science of chemical 
engineering.   
 

Widely recognised by decision-makers and opinion-formers as a trusted advisor and valued 
contributor, our views matter wherever chemical engineering has an impact. We contribute 
to the prevention of major incidents in other sectors, through systems thinking and learning 
processes from industry incidents. Our technical activity underpins our societal agenda as 
articulated in Chemical Engineering Matters, and the creation and maintenance of a learned 
society expands this significantly. Highlighting areas of technical and strategic competence 
where chemical engineers can make a difference and effect meaningful change through 
collaboration, the learned society builds on the work of our special interest groups and 
communities of practice within IChemE, providing a platform for wider collaboration and 
impact. It is important that we work to address society’s Global Grand Challenges by 
proactively engaging in government reviews, consultations, and policy debates, where we 
can make a meaningful and evidence-based contribution.  

By working in partnership and collaborating openly to catalyse a wider group of peers, 
professionals and citizens, we can share learning, insight and ‘challenger’ thinking. We all 
have a key role in encouraging knowledge transfer, codifying good practice and facilitating 
professional networks. 

We will:

n   demonstrate that chemical engineering matters

n   develop and promote the voice of IChemE by:

  –   working alongside other professions to provide a collective voice on joint issues

n    develop and communicate policy position statements, informed by expert opinion, that:

      –   show technical leadership in engagement with governments, intergovernmental 
organisations and other relevant global bodies; and

      –   identify and promote expertise, informing decision- and policy-making to address 
society’s challenges.

Recognised as a vibrant  
learned society that materially 
impacts on the Global Grand 
Challenges

Develop insight and opinion 



Recognised as a vibrant  
learned society that materially 
impacts on the Global Grand 
Challenges

Provide professional and technical leadership

Strategic outcomes
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n   support research and innovation by:

      –   identifying and promoting key areas of research in chemical engineering and 
sharing outcomes and findings

n   produce and promote technical standards and guidance by: 

  –   engaging actively in knowledge transfer activities and be seen as the home of good 
practice guides for all core aspects of chemical engineering

n    develop and support special interest groups (SIGs), members groups, communities of 
practice and relevant forums by:

  –   using globally-accessible technology platforms to engage chemical engineers and 
assist them in their work; and

  –   empowering members to collaborate across geographies, special interests and 
with peers and partners.

n   enable digital literacy by: 

  –   tracking new technologies and contributing to dialogues about these 
advancements in the field of chemical, biochemical and process engineering; 

  –   equipping members with the latest industry information and news and facilitating 
debate and dialogue, so members can adapt and respond to the rapidly-changing 
environment; and

  –   supporting members to harness innovations created through systems thinking, 
artificial intelligence and automation.

n   promote a diverse profession by:  

  –   supporting and advocating for wider networking programmes across geographies, 
sectors and SIGs that encourage participation from all sectors of society

n    IChemE good practice guides are adopted by client bodies, consultants and 
contractors

n    consultations with IChemE members on technical matters, research programmes and 
strategic partnerships positively affect the global reputation of chemical engineering 

n    volunteer engagement (geographical members groups, SIGs) is better enabled, and 
their contributions linked to relevant Grand Challenges and United Nations (UN) 
Sustainable Development Goals2 (UN SDGs)

n     connections and engagement with IChemE’s knowledgeable and skilled membership 
are fostered. As a result, they will adapt to (and influence) current and future 
challenges for chemical engineers

n    IChemE is consulted by governments and regulators on relevant policy matters 

n    IChemE’s ‘voice’ is sought-after and cited in media and policy debates

2www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/


IChemE will provide members with access to the tools, services, 
support, networks, infrastructure, resources (library, virtual and 
human) to enable each individual to:

n    achieve peer recognition

n    undertake professional development and growth

n    possess the optimum means to practise

n     widen their professional network

n    meet their professional obligations and

n    advance the profession
 

The tools and services will be delivered via digitally-enabled platforms. Digital delivery 
will improve efficiency, help to harmonise standards, optimise quality controls and enable 
members, wherever they are in the world, to access resources and support. Designed to 
bring added value to members in their homes, offices and workplaces, as well as when 
they engage professionally, these platforms will support member communities of practice, 
many of which are already boundaryless. The benefits of physical meetings will be 
respected and encouraged wherever practicable.

Our future relies on us inspiring and supporting the many cohorts of young people keen 
to make a real difference in our world. At crucial junctures in their formative stages, 
and working with key partners, we actively seek to inform and encourage them into 
STEM careers by asking, “why not chemical engineering?”. Strategy 2024 will take this 
programme forward with new vigour, as members will offer to mentor, share expertise 
and welcome our new colleagues into the Institution, respecting that their insights and 
opportunities are fresh and relevant. Our work as a learned society will be a catalyst in this 
activity. The potential to effect positive change will be enhanced through an approach that 
openly engages interest and ambition. The value proposition for IChemE members and 
prospective members will be clearly communicated at all relevant opportunities. It will be 
reviewed frequently to ensure that members can contribute to, improve, and enhance 
value for all.

Chemical engineering matters. IChemE members’ expertise and experience are key 
to addressing many of society’s challenges and where relevant, the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). Key to our contribution will be engaging with a more diverse 
peer group, expanding our networks from governments to other scientific and social 
disciplines in order to engage with a varied group of partners as we focus on global goals. 
Each individual member can ‘do their bit’, but collectively we contribute much more. It 
is as an aligned single entity that we will advance chemical engineering’s contribution 
worldwide for the benefit of society. 

Acknowledged as a  
peer-group leader in which  
an engaged membership 
receives and adds value



Acknowledged as a  
peer-group leader in which  
an engaged membership 
receives and adds value

We will:

n    provide tools for careers outreach inspiring new cohorts of chemical, biochemical and 
process engineers

n    promote a diverse profession across all communications channels and build 
partnerships with like-minded bodies

n    celebrate chemical engineering heritage and successes amongst peers, the wider 
engineering and scientific communities, and the public at large

n    use the milestone of IChemE’s centenary in 2022 as a key driver to promote chemical 
engineers’ contribution to society to-date and in the future 

n    promote the contribution that members can and do make to the delivery of the Global 
Grand Challenges for Engineering and the UN SDGs

n   promote STEM career paths and ask, “why not chemical engineering?”

n    develop chemical, biochemical and process engineering student understanding and 
an early commitment to professionalism

n    promote early-career support opportunities, enabling members to access peer support 
and to share knowledge and experience

n    encourage mid-career engagement amongst members, including mentoring, volunteering 
and participation in learned society activities, to promote the development of expertise

n    promote senior member leadership of the profession through the codification of good 
practice, based on expertise and through strong ethical and moral leadership

n    provide a platform to progress opportunities and good practice in equality, diversity and 
inclusion, in line with our commitments to the Royal Academy of Engineering’s Diversity 
Concordat and the Science Council’s Declaration on Diversity, Equality and Inclusion

n      increased student enrolment at the right levels in chemical engineering disciplines

n    more prolific media engagement by members to support communications activity on 
the societal impacts of chemical engineering and its positive contribution to the Grand 
Challenges and SDGs

n    increased engagement by members in volunteering and participation in members 
groups, SIGs, learned society programmes, and mentoring both in person and virtually

n    increased engagement amongst members in institutional elections, governance 
consultations and annual assessments of progress within Strategy 2024, adding their 
voice and value to strategic decisions

n    benefits for members which more closely meet their expectations and increased 
member satisfaction

 

Ensure support across the member lifecycle

Strategic outcomes
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Improve societal understanding



The global ambition for sustainable growth within IChemE, 
as articulated in Strategy 2024, requires a strong governance 
and operational model. Building an efficient, equitable, agile 
organisation that recognises diversity and provides value digitally 
and in real-time, is necessary to meet the strategic mission. 
Recognising the guidance offered by the recommendations from 
Professor John Uff’s UK Engineering 2016 report3 and building on 
close associations with global peers like the American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers (AIChE), IChemE will focus on being a high- 
performing professional organisation delivering value every day.

It is vital that the Institution builds a streamlined business-like operation around value-
adding services and offerings for members. These should be either core to the Institution’s 
commitment to support members, or optional services which members can elect to adopt 
as either individuals or groups.

We will:

n     create a digital platform suitable for a global professional body to service its 
membership 365 days a year, 24/7, either directly or through its partners, wherever 
there is a connection to the Internet, by:

  –  continually improving our website and digital platforms to ensure members can 
access knowledge, information and services regardless of geography;

  –  achieving a virtual organisational structure that will enable members to be 
empowered to support each other and the Institution’s partners in order to serve 
society; and

  –  ensuring that while every member gets global services from a global IChemE, 
the membership (individuals, groups, Congress and Trustees) can also elect to 
access supplementary services to meet the evolving requirements of a 21st century 
professional Institution.

n    confirm and validate local governance structures

n     optimise regional support infrastructures

n     develop and support members groups

A high-performing organisation 
delivering significant value

Deliver a coherent business architecture 

Embrace digitalisation 

3www.raeng.org.uk/publications/other/uk-engineering-2016

http://www.raeng.org.uk/publications/other/uk-engineering-2016


A high-performing organisation 
delivering significant value

n     deliver financial targets

n     develop improved and sustainable revenue streams

n     implement a successful reserves strategy

n     identify and deliver key performance indicators

n     achieve continuous process improvement across the organisation

n     manage risk and maintain an up-to-date risk register

n     aspire to excellence in all operations with:

  –  consistent performance and development review processes for staff and volunteers;

  – effective and resilient succession planning; and

  – contemporary operational procedures suitable for global scale and efficiency.

n    broaden our internal skills base beyond the technical to make activity more impactful

n    promote volunteer and member engagement, improving particularly:

  –  knowledge of, and access to, volunteering opportunities (globally and for all 
members); and

  –  recognition of the value that volunteers provide.

n    promote business-like management 

n    be recognised as an employer of choice

n    agreed budgets and other business KPIs are delivered

n    IChemE products and services are regarded as high quality and value for money

n     IChemE offices are an environment where people can excel, with high staff and 
volunteer retention and satisfaction

n    there is long-term satisfaction within organisational partnerships

n    clearly evidenced year-on-year improvement in member and volunteer satisfaction 
and retention

n    high levels of satisfaction from publication subscribers, students and event delegates

n     IChemE delivers long-term financial sustainability, generating a surplus to re-invest in 
learned society activities and the delivery of our charitable mission

Secure and deliver a financially sustainable organisation

Strategic outcomes
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Develop organisational capability 



We aim to be the professional engineering peer-group leader for 
chemical, biochemical and process engineers. We seek to provide 
professional leadership, uphold standards, develop and share 
knowledge within our membership and peer groups, all whilst 
working to address the Global Grand Challenges for Engineering. 
Our governance enables this. Our Board of Trustees is elected to 
deliver this and act for and on behalf of members, while Congress is 
elected to be the voice of the members. Our members groups and 
special interest groups support and inspire colleagues in  
real-time and virtually. Our professional education and qualification 
programmes, combined with the knowledge activities and insight 
of the learned society, all contribute to the opportunity that each 
member has to achieve their ambition. Our partnerships with 
industry and our support for conferences, prestige awards, peer-
reviewed and published papers, and government engagement, 
allow members to have influence beyond their workplace and 
in the heart of our society. It is within this bigger picture that our 
members flourish and their success in turn feeds back through their 
volunteering, engagement and active contribution to IChemE. This 
builds a virtuous circle of members supporting members.   

IChemE: led by members, supporting 
members and serving society.
   

Closing statement
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Led by members, supporting members,  
serving society

Contact us for further information
UK  
t: +44 (0)1788 578214  
e: membersupport@icheme.org

Australia 
t: +61 (0)3 9642 4494 
e: austmembers@icheme.org

Malaysia  
t: +603 2283 1381 
e: malaysianmembers@icheme.org

New Zealand 
t: +64 (4)473 4398 
e: nzmembers@icheme.org 

Singapore 
t: +65 6250 0385        
e: singaporemembers@icheme.org

http://www.icheme.org

